Associate Campus Minister
Music, Teaching & Discipleship

Vision
The Christian Campus House exists to journey with students by discovering and building a deeper
relationship with Jesus and is specifically directed by the core values of belonging, creativity, story,
restoration, and revolution. The primary role of an associate minister--out of which flows all other
responsibilities--is to be a supportive CCH team member and minister for the students at UCM who find
their way in the midst of this community. Our goal is to be a place that models, inspires, and cultivates
an authentic response to Christ by seeking a relationship with Jesus that fills us, so we may then
interact and be poured out for others by Christ's enabling.
The music, teaching, and discipleship aspects of the associate minister position will primarily consist
of working with students already identifying themselves with the Christian Campus House, especially
those in leadership, and a part of the music team.
While music is only a part to this community’s worship expression, it does hold great impact and
requires skill, vision, volunteers, coordination, and planning. Therefore, the staff member is expected to
display a general competency in their own artistic craft, as well as an aptitude for increasing and
encouraging the growth of those who put forth their time and gifts.

Responsibilities
• Raise personal financial & prayer support
• Maintain communication with support team
• Responsible for portions of preaching/teaching
• Lead &/or coordinate Wednesday Services
• Coordinate music team
• Guide rehearsals/preparations
• Guide service (as celebrant or producer)
• Co-Lead music team with student leader

• Technical equipment upkeep
• Discipleship (individual &/or small group)
• Attend & aid with events & trips
• Participate in staff meetings
• Attend meetings with board of directors
• Other duties as assigned/accepted:
• Preaching & teaching
• Project & trip aid/development/leadership

Expectations
As a full-time, partially-salaried position, the Associate Campus Minister role will constitute
approximately a 40 hour work week. However, as these roles regularly include weekend and evening
responsibilities, the specific apportioning of these hours will be left up to the discretion of the employee.
It is expected that the Staff and Board of Directors are at liberty to call into question the effectiveness of
said apportioning, if the quality of either the ministry as a whole, or the life of the employee are seen to
be less than optimal. Occasional remote work is acceptable, but the employee is expected to be
consistently present in the physical building for staff and student relational growth. It is expected that
personal days and vacation will be used responsibly in order to promote the overall health of the
employee and therefore, the ministry.

